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Functional nanostructured materials often rely on the combination of more than one material to 
confer the desired functionality or an enhanced performance of the device. Here we report the 
procedure to create nanoscale heterostructured materials in the form of core-shell nanowires by 
focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) technologies. In our case, three-dimensional 
nanowires (<100 nm in diameter) with metallic ferromagnetic cores of Co- and Fe-FEBID have 
been grown and coated with a protective Pt-FEBID shell (ranging 10-20 nm in thickness) aimed 
to minimize the degradation of magnetic properties caused by the surface oxidation of the core 
to a non-ferromagnetic material. The structure, chemistry and magnetism of nanowire cores of 
Co and Fe have been characterized in Pt-coated and uncoated nanostructures to demonstrate that 
the morphology of the shell is conserved during Pt coating, the surface oxidation is suppressed 
or confined to the Pt layer, and the average ferromagnetism of the core is strengthened up to 
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30%. The proposed approach paves the way to the fabrication of three-dimensional FEBID 
nanostructures based on the smart alternate deposition of two or more materials combining 
different physical properties or added functionalities. 
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Focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) has demonstrated to be a successful 
nanofabrication technology with outstanding present and future application [1–7]. This single-
step nanolithography method enables the fabrication of two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) nano-objects from a growing catalogue of chemical elements and compounds, 
comprising a great variety of physical properties such as metallicity and magnetoresistance,[8] 
insulating behavior [9], superconductivity [10], ferromagnetism and superparamagnetism 
[11,12], plasmonic behavior [13], etc. FEBID consists in the injection of a suitable precursor 
gas, usually an organometallic compound, on the deposition chamber with a gas injector system 
(GIS), and the local decomposition of these gas molecules using a scanning electron beam 
focused on the surface. FEBID has been remarkably successful in growing nanometer-scale 
objects and devices with complex 2D or 3D geometries [14–23], even on unusual substrates 
such as scanning probe tips [11,24,25]. However, as this technique is based on the local 
decomposition of gas molecules containing the targeted element, the presence of impurities 
derived from precursor residues has been a central issue in FEBID. As a consequence, 
significant efforts have been devoted to deposit purification [26–30]. For magnetism-based 
applications, the use of Co-based and Fe-based carbonyl precursors gives rise to FEBID 
structures with metal purities >80% for Co [18,31,32] and Fe [33–36]. This has enabled the 
fabrication of numerous functional devices based on FEBID magnetic elements [11,18–20,37] 
and, only in the case of magnetic deposits with initial low magnetic content (<80%), it makes 
sense to perform purification processes [38]. 
One of the future challenges for FEBID technology is the fabrication of heterogeneous 
structures combining the properties of more than one material. Limited attempts have been 
reported in this direction, such as the use of double-precursor deposition producing phase 
segregation [39], the growth of 2D multilayers with alternate deposition [40], the coverage of an 
array of nanopillars with a 2D layer [41] and the creation of magnetic-superconducting 
nanocontacts [42]. Functional nanoscale devices are most often heterostructures composed of 
layers of different materials with the aim of adding multiple or new functionalities, improving 
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the performance, and/or protecting from oxidation or corrosion. On the one hand, 
heterostructured materials combining different properties (ferromagnetic/non-magnetic, 
metallic/insulator, ferromagnetic/superconducting, ferromagnetic-plasmonic, etc.) may present 
either multi-functionality or additional functional interface properties. As an example of the 
latter, we can cite the emergence of a 2D high-mobility electron gas forming at the interface of 
two insulating films [43] or the emergence of ferromagnetism or superconductivity at the 
interface of two materials which do not exhibit such properties [44]. On the other hand, surface 
exposure to air can degrade the properties of objects with a high surface-to-volume ratio, such 
as nanoparticles or nanowires (NWs), where the surface exposed to ambient atmosphere may 
represent a significant volume fraction of the whole object, and show different structural, 
magnetic and transport properties with respect to the inner volume. This is particularly true for 
ferromagnetic nanostructures such as cobalt and iron, which present natural surface oxidation 
layers of a few nanometers degrading or completely modifying their magnetic behavior [36,45]. 
Therefore, the fabrication of heterogeneous materials shows great potential across many 
research fields, remaining nearly unexplored in the case of FEBID method. In this work we 
report the sequential deposition of two different materials to produce three-dimensional core-
shell NWs. Core-shell NWs are functional nanostructures with applications in several domains 
such as semiconductor-based elements for electronic devices [46] and photovoltaic applications 
[47], constituents of long-life lithium battery electrodes [48] and supercapacitors [49], efficient 
light absorbers in solar cells [50], etc. Very few examples of successful growth of magnetic 
core-shell NWs by electrodeposition technique can be found in literature [51,52]. Such 
magnetic core-shell NWs are expected to find applications in magnetic memories, sensors, 
multiferroic devices, magnetoplasmonics, magnetic hyperthermia, etc. 
To demonstrate the feasibility and versatility of FEBID to grow core-shell NWs, we have 
fabricated core-shell ferromagnetic NWs made of Co and Fe core, and coated them with Pt-
based layers aiming to suppress surface oxidation and maximize the magnetic response of the 
magnetic core. The effectiveness of the Pt shell is demonstrated by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and electron holography characterization, which reveals the confinement of 
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the oxidation in the Pt layer, protecting completely the magnetic core, and the subsequent 
increase of the average magnetization of the Co and Fe cores. The successful application of 
FEBID to grow three-dimensional core-shell magnetic NWs opens a new path to engineer the 
physical properties of magnetic FEBID deposits. Indeed, the approach used is general and can 




a) Growth of Co, Fe and Pt nanostructures by FEBID. 
The specimens were fabricated in the commercial Helios Nanolab 650 Dual Beam and Helios 
Nanolab 600 Dual Beam systems equipped with a Schottky field emission gun (S-FEG) electron 
column, a Ga+ ion column and GIS for the deposition of Co, Fe and Pt. The substrates were Cu 
TEM grids to facilitate the analysis. The gas precursor gases used were Co2(CO)8, Fe2(CO)9, 
and CH3CpPt(CH3)3. The main deposition parameters (beam current and working pressure) 
were optimized both in Co and Fe cases. FEBID-Co deposits were grown with electron beam 
currents ranging from 50 pA to 800 pA at a base pressure of 1x10-6 mbar, and working gas 
pressures ranging from 6×10-6 to 1×10-5 mbar at 100 pA. As illustrated in Figure S1(a) of the 
Supplementary Data, for the maximum working pressure available (1x10-5 mbar), the Co 
content increases remarkably with the beam current, from approximately 60% at. for 25 pA to 
85% at. for 800 pA. It is also observed that for a fixed beam current of 100 pA, the cobalt 
content decreases with the increasing working pressure, see Figure S1(b). Figure S1(c) and (d) 
illustrate the Fe-FEBID case, where Fe content at constant working pressure of 1 x 10-5 mbar 
remains nearly constant around 75% at. within the experimental error as a function of the beam 
current. 
b) (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopy characterization. 
High resolution transmission electron microscopy imaging of the NWs was carried out in an 
image-corrected FEI Titan Cube 60-300 operated at 300 kV and equipped with a S-FEG and a 
CETCOR corrector for the objective lens from CEOS, providing a point resolution in TEM 
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mode below 1 Å, and a bottom-mounted 2K x 2K Ultrascan CCD camera from Gatan. Scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy 
(EELS) were carried out in a probe-corrected Titan Low Base 60-300 operated at 300 kV and 
equipped with a high brightness Schottky field emission gun, a CETCOR corrector for the 
condenser system to provide sub-angstrom probe size, and a Gatan Image Filter (GIF) Tridiem 
866 ERS for EELS analysis. Both imaging and spectroscopic experiments were carried out with 
a convergence semi-angle of 25 mrad. STEM-EELS spectrum imaging experiments were 
carried out with an energy dispersion of 0.8 eV, the energy resolution of the EELS experiments 
was approximately 1.5 eV, the pixel time was 35 ms and the beam current 250 pA. 
c) Electron holography experiments. 
The magnetization of the core-shell NWs synthesized was analyzed by off-axis electron 
holography carried out in the Titan Cube described above at 300 kV. For this purpose, this 
instrument is equipped with a motorized electrostatic biprism and a Lorentz lens. The 
experiments were performed in Lorentz mode (with the objective lens switched off, and the 
Lorentz lens operating as the image-forming lens). In the holographic experiments, the 
excitation of the biprism was varied between 180 and 220 V, depending on the actual diameter 
of the NWs, to produce holograms with a fringe contrast ranging 20-25%. The acquisition time 
of the holograms was 5 s. The method to extract the remanent magnetic state of the NWs is 
described in detail in the Supplementary Data.  
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The starting point for the synthesis of the nanostructures is the growth of Co and Fe NWs by 
FEBID following the procedures described in previous works [21,53]. The optimal growth 
parameters in order to obtain a moderate diameter (<100 nm) and the highest possible metallic 
content for the core material have to be determined. Among the numerous parameters affecting 
the physical properties of the nanodeposits, we have explored those considered most important: 
the flux of the gas precursor injected and the beam current, which affect both the diameter of the 
deposit and the metallic content.  
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We have observed that thinner NWs are favored by high fluxes and low beam currents. Small 
diameters are linked to a low temperature of the nanostructures during the growth and a small 
beam diameter. The cooling is achieved both using large contact heat dissipation, which is 
produced using a large number of gas precursor molecules hitting the NW, and low currents. 
Besides, the reduction of the beam diameter, which is proportional to the square root of the 
current, is accomplished by a beam current decrease [18]. High metallic content is associated 
with moderate fluxes and high beam currents [31]. Firstly, the metallic content increases with 
the decreasing gas pressure because in high gas fluxes the precursor is refreshed too quickly to 
allow proper decomposition and non-metallic residues are added to the deposit. As the flux is 
reduced the metal deposition purity is improved [54]. However, the pressure decrease comes to 
a point where mostly carbon and oxygen are deposited and purity diminishes. Secondly, high 
beam currents raise the temperature contributing to the thermal dissociation of the precursor gas 
[55], and at the same time, desorption of volatile molecules is favored [56]. In addition, when 
the temperature gets higher, new crystallization processes take place and different structural 
shapes appear. The Co NWs exhibit a smooth surface when they have low metallic purity 
(approximately <70%), but small roughness can be noticed (with diameter variations in the 
range of 5 nanometers) for higher metallic contents. Fe NWs present a similar behavior at the 
highest metallic contents. However, roughness here is clearly caused by the preferential growth 
of grains at the surface of the NW. This effect is especially remarkable in the thinnest Fe NWs, 
where the diameter variation can occasionally reach 30% of the average diameter. Thus, 
roughness can be used as an indirect qualitative indication of the metallic purity.  
Considering the increasing dependence of the NW diameter with the current and its reduction 
upon increasing working pressure, compromise values of 100 pA and 6x10-5 mbar have been 
chosen to obtain NWs with 85% Co content and 70 nm of diameter. The metallic content of 
Fe-FEBID deposits is less dependent on the beam current and gas pressure. In particular, Fe 
content at the maximum working pressure remains nearly constant (around 75% at.) while it 
slowly decreases upon increasing working pressure for a fixed current. In this case, a current of 
86 pA and a working pressure of 3.3x10-6 mbar were selected to the core-shell structures with 
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80% Fe content and 60 nm of diameter. Further details about the experimental parameters were 
provided in the Methods Section.  
In order to fabricate 3D core-shell NWs, the procedure described in Figure 1 illustrates the 
method employed. The cobalt or iron core of the nanostructures was grown in TEM copper 
grids, where the beam impacts on the substrate mounted on a stage 0º tilted. Once the magnetic 
core is grown, the Pt coating was carried out. Firstly, the stage is tilted 52º, so the 
nanostructures are seen using the electron beam with the same perspective as that in Figure 2. 
Then a rectangular pattern of Pt deposition is set with the same height and width as the cobalt 
deposit and a depth of 10 nm. Finally, the stage is rotated 180º and a new deposit is performed 
in the same way, completing the whole coating. Even though only two opposite sides of the NW 
are patterned with Pt deposition, the secondary electrons produced induce a complete coverage 
of the magnetic cores. This leads to a 20 nm increase of the diameter as can be certified in the 
cross sectional image of one of the core-shell NWs, shown in Figure 2. For experimental 
comparison, in all cases two identical cores (grown with the same experimental conditions) 
were grown one immediately after the other. Then, one of them was coated with Pt-FEBID, 
while the other was kept as a reference. 
Figure 2 shows SEM images of Co and Fe NWs before coating (a, c) and after Pt coating (b, d). 
The Co and Fe NWs grow straight with uniform diameter. The Pt coating enlarges the diameter 
of the NWs and smooths out the initial roughness of the Co and Fe NWs as noticed after careful 
inspection of the images in Figure 2. In order to investigate the effectiveness and homogeneity 
of the Pt coverage, cross sections perpendicular to the NW axis were prepared using focused ion 
beam methods for TEM lamella preparation (see Section 2 of the Supplementary Data). Such 
cross sections were subsequently investigated by means of STEM-EELS chemical maps. The 
results obtained for the Pt-coated Co-FEBID nanowire shown in Figure 2(b) are illustrated in 
Figure 3. We can observe that the Co core section is approximately circular, while the Pt 
completely wraps the Co core with a 10 nm-thick shell, forming a protective layer. The Pt shell 
is subsequently covered by a W layer and an additional Pt layer deposited to protect the 
nanowires during lamella preparation. To our understanding, this is the first growth of a 
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cylindrical core-shell NW by FEBID via sequential deposition of the core and the shell targeted 
materials. 
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images shown in Figure 4 describe 
with more detail the microstructure of these structures and confirm the core-shell nature of the 
coated ones. The uncoated nanostructures present the expected nanocrystalline microstructure 
already reported for these materials when they present high metallic content [57], see 
Supplementary Data. In 2D objects nanocrystals of 2-3 nm were reported, which in this case are 
harder to observe doe to the large diameter of the NW in comparison with standard cross 
sectional TEM specimens. No texture is observed all along the nanowire. Interestingly, both Co 
and Fe uncoated specimens present a surface layer of 5 nm with brighter contrast, layer whose 
nanocrystalline nature is more easily observable with respect to the inner NW, which represents 
the natural oxidation layer. This is confirmed by the compositional analysis shown afterwards. 
In the Pt-coated NWs, the core contrast is a bit masked by the intense contribution from the 
distribution of Pt particles (less than 5 nm of diameter) contained in the amorphous matrix of Pt-
FEBID and covering the core NWs in all directions. 
Chemical mapping provides further insight about the new core-shell nanostructures. Figure 4 
also shows, accompanying their correspondent HRTEM image, a comparative of chemical 
mapping experiments carried out in NWs with the same core size for both Co and Fe. Such 
quantitative compositional mapping has been carried out by means of Electron Energy Loss 
Spectroscopy (EELS) in Scanning TEM (STEM) mode. Firstly, these maps confirm that the 
surface layer observed in the naked NWs indeed correspond to an oxidation of the metallic Co 
or Fe, represented by orange-colored regions in the maps. It extends to approximately 5 nm, 
which corresponds nicely with the lighter-contrast surface observed in HRTEM. Further proof 
that the high oxygen content is related to natural oxidation upon exposure to ambient air, is the 
fact that in the Fe case, with a significantly larger roughness, the oxide layer contours perfectly 
the irregularities of the surface, penetrating regularly about 4 nm into the NW. To give a better 
account on the location of oxygen in these nanostructures, Figure 5 plots STEM-EELS line 
profiles of integrated intensities of the edges of the different elements, to show how the oxygen 
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signal does not coincide anymore with the Co(Fe) signal once the NWs are coated, while there 
is a clear coincidence between the surface decaying metal signal and the oxygen when they are 
directly exposed to air. Thus, the growth of a thin FEBID-Pt layer fully protects the magnetic 
core, avoiding its oxidation. 
This has a significant impact on the magnetic properties of the whole NW structure as a whole. 
Off-axis electron holography (EH) has been applied to explore the local magnetic properties of 
the NWs and to analyze the influence of Pt-coating on the magnetism of the Co and Fe NWs 
[18,53]. EH enables to extract the magnetic phase shift induced by the local electromagnetic 
fields created by a material at the nanoscale [58]. Following the procedure described in the 
Methods section, magnetic induction maps and flux line distributions can be quantitatively 
extracted in the remanent state of the NWs. As a result, Figure 6(a-d) plot the magnetic flux 
distribution obtained in both types of core-shell NWs, compared with the uncoated ones, 
showing the expected monodomain-type magnetization distribution pointing along the NWs 
axis due to the high shape anisotropy of the nanostructure. These maps have been extracted 
from central regions of the NWs, far from the tip or any other major defect to help quantifying 
the net magnetic induction produced by the core of the NWs in the coated and uncoated cases. 
To do this, a cylindrical shape with uniform magnetization along the nanowire longitudinal axis 
has been assumed for the NWs in all cases, in order to probe the influence of the oxidized shell 
in the total net magnetic induction of the structure. Thus, if z is the optical axis (the direction of 
the electron beam), x is the nanowire axis (horizontal) and y is perpendicular to x and z, the 
average magnetic induction is Bx. Following the electron holography method described in the 
Supplementary Data, Bx can be calculated as: 
                                (1) 
 
where ћ is the reduced Planck constant,  the magnetic component which contribute to the 
electron phase shift , e the electron charge and t the magnetic thickness of the specimen. 
The magnetic induction obtained is the average total value of the core NW. This implies that in 
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the case of the uncoated NWs, the oxide layer contributes to reduce this magnetic induction 
value.  
The comparison of this magnitude for both coated and uncoated NWs in shown in Figure 6(e-f), 
and gives rise to a systematic increase of the magnetic induction in the case of the core shells 
with respect to the naked cores, confirming that the oxidized shell is not or weakly 
ferromagnetic. The enhancement of the magnetic induction is moderate in Co, about 17% in the 
NW with a 70-nm-wide Co core, and increases up to 35% in the case of Fe NWs. The latter are 
much thinner (Fe core is about 35 nm of diameter) and thus their overall magnetic properties are 
much more affected by surface oxidation than thicker Co NWs. Both are still below the bulk 
values due to the residues present in FEBID deposits, which in this case reduces the Co and Fe 
content down to 85% and 75%, respectively. 
 
4. DISCUSSION 
This new synthetic method of core-shell NWs by FEBID technologies opens a new path for the 
fabrication of (multi)functional nanostructures through the engineering of physical properties by 
tailored designed architectures based on a smart combination of FEBID materials, thicknesses 
and geometries [13-22]. In the case of magnetic materials explored here as proof-of-concept, the 
magnetization enhancement could have a significant impact in magnetic devices grown by 
FEBID and nanostructures at such small scale, such as nanosensors, high-density magnetic 
memories or functionalized MFM tips, whose magnetic or electric response can be much 
affected by the degradation of the magnetic properties of the outer surface when it becomes a 
significant fraction of their volume. These application would require additional characterization, 
such as the measurement of the magnetotransport experiments of individual NWs, which would 
provide key information on the magnetic behavior of these systems [59,60]. Furthermore, core-
shell bimagnetic nanostructures could be grown in which basic magnetic properties such as 
coercivity or remanence can be fine-tuned by alternating two different magnetic materials or 
inserting non-magnetic spacing layers. Furthermore, materials with different (even excluding) 
properties could be combined to explore novel phenomena or proximity effects at the nanoscale. 
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For instance, exotic high-velocity magnetic states could set in cylindrical ferromagnetic 
nanowires (nanotubes) grown around non-magnetic cores [61]. Also superconducting W-based 
FEBID nanowires [10] and ferromagnetic FEBID-Co(Fe) ones could be integrated to produce 
superconducting-ferromagnetic core-shell nanostructures as playground for the investigation of 
the interplay between ferromagnetism and superconductivity in three dimensional confined 
nanostructures. In addition, the combination of noble metals (i.e. FEBID-Au) [12,13] and 
ferromagnetic FEBID materials to investigate magnetoplasmonic responses in nanoscaled core-
shell devices could be challenged. An almost infinite combinations of materials and thicknesses 
could be explored, opening new prospects in the applicability of FEBID technologies in the 
fabrication of functional nanodevices. Further opportunities could arise from the optimization of 
the method presented in this work, such as the application of a continuous rotation of the core 
during shell deposition. This may also include the combination of FEBID technologies with 
other synthesis or nanolithography techniques, for instance the atomic layer deposition of a 
wide variety of materials on FEBID-grown seeds, which could produce new (multifunctional) 
nanostructures enjoying the remarkable advantages of this deposition technique.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
In summary, we have demonstrated that FEBID technology can be applied to fabricate three-
dimensional nanowires where ultrathin ferromagnetic cores of Co- and Fe-FEBID, down to 35 
nm in diameter, are successfully protected from oxidation by 10-20 nm thick Pt-FEBID shells. 
As a result, the average magnetization of the NWs has been improved up to 35% in the thinnest 
nanowires, 35-nm-thick Fe-FEBID cores, which could have a strong impact in the functional 
properties of these magnetic nanostructures. The nanofabrication procedures described 
represents a novel approach to produce a new generation of custom-designed heterostructured 
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Figure 2. SEM images of (a) uncoated and (b) Pt-coated Co-FEBID nanowire, and (c) uncoated 











Fig. 3 Cross section of the Co-FEBID@Pt nanowire shown in Fig. 1(b). a) STEM image, b) 
STEM-EELS chemical color map of the region enclosed the green square in (a) where the 







Figure 4. HRTEM images of the surface of (a) uncoated Co-FEBID, (b) core-shell Co-
FEBID@Pt; (c) uncoated Fe-FEBID and (d) and core-shell Fe-FEBID@Pt nanowires.  Note 
that the core size is the same, but the image scales are changed in (b) panel to fit the Pt shell. 
Each image is accompanied by a color-coded STEM-EELS chemical map showing the spatial 







Figure 5. STEM-EELS profiles of chemical composition comparing the position of the oxide 
layer in Co-FEBID NW and the Co-FEBID@Pt (a); and in the Fe-FEBID NW and the Fe-






Figure 6. Magnetic flux distribution measured by off-axis electron holography of the (a) Co-
FEBID@Pt, (b) Fe-FEBID @Pt, (c) Co-FEBID and (d) Fe-FEBID NWs. Average magnetic 
induction calculated for the core-shell nanowires and their corresponding naked magnetic cores 
for Co (e) and Fe (f) measured across the nanowires width. 
 
